Special offer! New limited
edition Putney Debates book
Our latest book from the Putney Debates series
is now available at a special discounted price to
FLJS subscribers!
The Courts and the People: Friend or Foe? is
published by Hart in hardback for £48, but we
are offering a beautiful, FLJS-branded limited
edition exclusively on our website at a special
price of just £10.
The book, edited by Prof Denis Galligan,
includes contributions from Court of Appeal
Judges, legal experts, and political scientists,
who discuss the independence of judiciaries
around the world.
Find out how to get your discounted copy

Texas abortion law proves
constitutional testing ground
As a controversial Texas abortion law faces
ongoing legal challenges in the US Supreme
Court, Judith Resnick's foresighted policy brief
on abortion legislation and the reproduction of
constitutional conflict proves insightful reading.

Buy Your Reduced Price Copy

She argues that such rulings demonstrate that
judicial review, rather than silencing democratic
voices, is in fact a vital part of the process of
legislative and civic dialogue.

Read the Policy Brief

Social media and the duty of
care to tackle online harm
Following last week's warning from the
Facebook whistleblower that the UK and EU
must do more to control online harm, media
expert Damien Tambini's response to the UK's
White Paper on online harm offers some
salutary lessons.
He endorses the creation of a new regulatory
body, Ofweb, with the power to regulate hate
speech, foreign interference in democracy,
images of self-harm, and terrorist content
online.

Reducing Online Harms through a
Differentiated Duty of Care
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